The New Tournament at Cornell 2003: Feel the Changes Begin
Packet by Swarthmore (Chris White, Adam Oleksa, Matt Fowles, Alex Glick)

Tossups

1) First published in France in 1865, it had several names in America, such as “The Baltimore Gun Club” and “The American Gun Club.”  The work itself was subtitled “Direct Passage in 97 Hours and 20 Minutes,” even though the title journey didn’t occur until the sequel was published several years later.  For ten points, name this novel, written by Jules Verne, which featured a group of Civil War Veterans who want to fire a “space bullet” at Earth’s satellite.
ANSWER: From the Earth to the Moon

2) During the fighting, General Bruckner was killed by artillery fire, while General Ushijima committed suicide through hara-kiri.  Over 10,000 American lives were lost during the fighting, a number dwarfed by the 100,000 Japanese soldiers killed, along with another 100,000 civilians.  The Japanese eventually withdrew after the sinking of the Yamato meant that they could not be relieved by fresh troops, leaving the U.S. in control of for ten points, what strategically significant member of the Ryukyu islands in April 1945?
ANSWER: Okinawa

3) Born in 1126, in Cordoba, his introduction to Abu Ya’qub, an Arab philosopher, made him realize that Islam required an integration of modern belief and ancient thought.  His actions had little effect within the Islamic Empire, but the Catholic Church condemned him when it learned that the newly-formed Scholastic movement was using his works as study aids.  For ten points, name this author of General Medicine, an Arab doctor and philosopher who attempted to reconcile Islamic tradition with Greek thought via his translations and commentaries on the works of Aristotle and Plato.
ANSWER: Averroës or Ibn-Rushid

4) These dipoblastic organisms have an ectoderm and a gastroderm separated by mesoglea or mesenchyme.  They have a gastrovascular cavity and possess radial symmetry.  The three main classes of this animal are anthozoa, scyphozoan, and hydrozoa.  One of its characteristic features is the nematocyst, which is a structure used for stinging and adhering to prey.  For ten points, name this phylum containing corals, sea anemones, and jellyfish.
ANSWER: Cnidaria

5) He began his naval career as a midshipman on the HMS Justinian in 1788, but he was soon given a transfer to the Indefatigable after challenging another midshipman to a duel.  He worked his way up the ranks, his first command being the frigate Hotspur.  Over the course of a career that spanned more than 50 recorded years, he also commanded such ships as the Atropos and Sutherland, before eventually becoming England’s Lord of the Fleet.  For ten points, name this British naval officer, the hero of a series of C. S. Forester novels.
ANSWER: Horatio Hornblower


6) This geographic feature lends its name to a breed of horse also known as the West Country Horse, one of three from its country of origin.  They differ from bays in that their source of water is the ocean and not an emptying river; some say that the Hudson River is actually an example.  Up to 1300 feet deep, a large number of them are found in Kenai.  Defined as a valley deepened by glaciation to below sea level, for ten points, these long, thin, deep indentations of steep coastline known as firths in Scotland are common in northern areas such as Alaska and Norway.
ANSWER:  fjords (prompt on “firth” before it is mentioned)

7) He has been known to be ahead, run the voodoo down, be in the sky, and smile, all in titles of songs and albums bearing his first name.  While he started off in the bebop vein, and collaborated with John Coltrane, his later ensemble moved from “cool” to “fusion,” and included luminaries such as John McLaughlin, Joe Zawinul, Chick Corea, and Herbie Hancock.  For ten points, name this chameleon-like jazz trumpeter best known for Bitches Brew, Sketches of Spain, and Kind of Blue.
ANSWER: Miles Davis (accept either because of the early clues referencing his first name)

8) Nickel catalysts have been known to be useful in cross-coupling these with aryl halides.  Because of their high reactivity, they do not store well and are normally synthesized fresh for each use; they can be used to make hydrocarbons, carboxcylic acids and other compounds in addition to their most common use.  For ten points, name this chemistry staple which reacts with an aldehyde to form an alcohol and consists of an organic magnesium halide in a nonreactive solvent.
ANSWER: Grignard reagent

9) The narrator instructs the reader not to belch or spit at the table, to use a fork in lieu of fingers, and to refrain from rinsing one's mouth out with wine.  To fulfill this role in life, its author claimed that one needed to be of noble birth, handsome, and good at dueling.  In addition, the work stated that this person had to be good at swimming, hunting, riding, and the arts.  The work was published in 1528, and quickly became a European bestseller.  For ten points, identify this handbook of court life, written by Baldassare Castiglione.
ANSWER:  The Courtier

10) Inspired by reading Fraser’s The Golden Bough, he traveled to Mexico’s Oaxaca Valley in 1941 and, with Radcliffe Brown, brought many anthropologists to Africa in 1934.  He argued that psychology depended on social context and that a holistic view must be taken when examining the customs, rites, and taboos of a society.  For ten points, name this author of the preface to Facing Mount Kenya, a founder of social anthropology best known for his work with the Trobrianders as chronicled in Argonauts of the Western Pacific.
ANSWER: Bronislaw Malinowski






11) Some have speculated that this swallow-voiced songster would be well suited to certain Schoenberg songs, but he prefers to focus his energy on newer music such as “Insensataez” and “Spleen.”  Recently, he partnered with Ben Folds on “Fear of Pop, Vol. 1;” Ben decided to choose him after hearing his 1968 magnum opus The Transformed Man, perhaps most famous for its unique covers of “Mr. Tambourine Man” and “Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds.”  For ten points, name this host of VH1’s One-Hit Wonders who has boldly taken speech-singing where no man has gone before, perhaps most famously in a series of commercials for Priceline.com.
ANSWER: William Shatner

12) It has been theorized that he was the grandfather of Bathsheba, which would explain why he was given a highly regarded position at court.  Over the years, he acted as councilor for David, giving him expert advice on a variety of topics, ranging from war to politics to economics.  Nevertheless, the piece of advice he is remembered for was one that was ignored.  For ten points, name this royal advisor, went home and hanged himself after Hushai’s military strategy was accepted instead of his after siding with Absalom against David during the former’s revolt. 
ANSWER: Achitophel

13) The mathematical ones are a tool for defining languages, but are frequently used in programming languages to make manipulating strings easier.  While they are equivalent in power to a non-deterministic finite automata, many implementations of them provide extra features that make them Turing complete.  Most advanced text editors include an option to search for and replace strings using them, but the exact syntax is often varied.  Perl offers what is usually consider the most fully featured version of them and many programs offer "Perl Compatible" ones.  For ten points, identify these tools often jokingly abbreviated and pluralized as "regexen."
ANSWER: regular expression (prompt on early "regex" or "regexes" or "regexen")

14) Her common surname refers to her position as a “minor counselor” in the royal court.   The daughter of the poet Kiyohara Motosuke, she served there for about a decade at the turn of last millennium under both Emperor Ichijo and Empress Sadako.  Such experiences as “Annoying things” and “Things which distract in moments of boredom” form the bulk of a collection of over 320 short essays translated into English by Arthur Waley and Ivan Morris.  For ten points, name this bitter rival of Lady Murasaki, the Japanese courtesan who authored the Pillow Book.
ANSWER: Sei Shonagon

15) In Scent of a Woman, Frank Slade explains his presence at Charlie Simms’ hearing by citing this policy.  Commonplace until the social tumult of the 60’s, examples include signing in and out of dormitories and stipulating that a certain amount of feet must be on the ground at all time when a visitor is in the room.  Most famously, one’s door must be open at a certain wide angle at all times when a member of the opposite sex is visiting.  For ten points, give this Latin phrase often used to describe once commonplace restrictive policies concerning the social (and especially sexual) lives of college students, literally meaning “in the place of parents.”
ANSWER: in loco parentis



16) They were divided into cemaat, bölükhalki and segban divisions, each of which was commanded by an aga.  They were not allowed to grow beards, a privilege limited to free men.  Recruited by the devsirme system, their discipline waned to the point where, by the 18th century, they spent more time participating in palace coups than doing actual fighting.  Wiped out when Sultan Mahmed II had cannon fire directed into their barracks, and then executed the survivors in what would be termed the “Auspicious Incident” of 1826, for ten points, this elite corps in the army of the Ottoman Empire was composed of draftees from Christian provinces.
ANSWER: janissary or janissaries 

17) Its first page is the source of its author’s famous Imagist dictum “No ideas but in things,” and it proceeds to introduce things such as newspaper clippings and letters from friends of the poet, including Allen Ginsburg.  Throughout its five books, the author re-imagines the pastoral idyll, examines ordinary modern lives and celebrates the industrial grime of the author’s hometown, which is characterized as exuberantly American.  For ten points, name this epic poem by William Carlos Williams inspired by the title New Jersey city.
ANSWER: Paterson

18) Early works of his include Salustia, and Lo firate 'nnamorato, his first success.  His tragic end caused a mystique to surround him in the mid-1700s, and many second-rate composers tried to attract attention to their work by passing it off as a newly-discovered work of his; a set of these spurious melodies were famously reworked by Stravinsky in his ballet Pulchinella.  For ten points, name this Italian Baroque composer as well known for his death from tuberculosis at the age of 26 as for works such as a Stabat Mater and the comic opera La Serva Padrona.
ANSWER: Giovanni Battista Pergolesi

19) Although they are complete, they do not necessarily have an inner product.  The L P spaces are all examples of them.  They are all vector spaces, moreover the norm in them can be used to define a metric.  Usually they are infinite dimensional, as they are frequently used in functional analysis; however, finite ones do exist.  Every Hilbert Space is, for ten points, one of these complete normed vector spaces named for a Polish mathematician.
ANSWER:  Banach Space

20) He first distinguished himself in the army during the 1930s, when he became known as a world-class fencer and skier.  He defined his political views as a Third Position between communism and capitalism, and referred to his policy as Justicialismo.  Becoming president of his country in 1946, he is remembered for such actions as punishing Borges by making him the national poultry inspector, and maintaining power by appealing to the poor descamisados.  For ten points, name this husband of Eva Duarte, the leader of Argentina from 1946 to 1955 and briefly again from 1973 to 1974.
ANSWER: Juan Domingo Peron





X1) Richard Nixon.  Things Mom Gave You.  Letters or Numbers.  Toast.  Connect the Dot.  Batman or Robin.  Celebrity Photos.  I Have A Chardonnay.  An Album Cover.  Famous Kareem Abdul-Jabbars.  Famous Muppet Frogs.  Drummers named Ringo.  The Number after Two.  Colors ending in “urple.”  Literature, which means “books.”  And the ever-popular Potent Potables.  For ten points, these are all categories that have appeared on what SNL skit, which parodies a well-known game show?
ANSWER: Celebrity Jeopardy

X2) He is thought to be the first to translate the Latin “libertas” as “freedom” in English, a language he required all men to read and write.  Alleged to have sent an embassy to India, he organized his militia so that half the men were ready to fight while the other half farmed or manned his navy, England’s first.  Victory at Edington forced his enemies to submit and accept Christianity.  For ten points, name this king of Wessex who overcame the Danes.
ANSWER: Alfred the Great

X3) Its first succesful use was in taking the height of the ionosphere.  Marconi suggested its military potential and Charles Townes correctly warned the Air Force that a system would fail because water vapor would absorb 1.25 centimeter wavelengths.  American and Japanese navy proposals to develop it before World War II went nowhere, leaving the German version best developed.  It has now been largely supplanted by microwave ranging systems.  For ten points, name this device which detects objects by bouncing radio waves off them.
ANSWER: Radar
























Bonus

1) Answer these questions relating to the World War II battleship Bismarck, 5-10-15:
[5] Considered “the cock of the fleet” by Englishmen, this battleship was sunk by the Bismarck in under 20 minutes in an engagement on May 20, 1941.
ANSWER: H.M.S. Hood
[10] The Bismarck’s sister ship, she never actually saw any major naval action in World War II, and instead spent her time harassing convoys near Norway.  She was eventually sunk during an Allied bombing raid in late 1944.
ANSWER: Tirpitz
[15] He was captain of the Bismarck on her first and only sea run, which ended in her destruction at the hands of over a half-dozen English warships.
ANSWER: Ernst Lindemann

2) Given a creator, identify the programming language 5-10-15.
[5] Larry Wall
ANSWER: Perl
[10] Guido van Rossum
ANSWER: Python
[15] Yukihiro Matsumoto
ANSWER: Ruby

3) 30-20-10, name the novelist from works.
[30] Rudin, Virgin Soil
[20] A Month in the Country, On the Eve
[10] Fathers and Sons
ANSWER:  Ivan Turgenyev

4) Identify the following about a certain group of intellectuals for ten points.
[10] Associated with the Institute of Social Research in the titular city, this group of leftists included Walter Benjamin and Jurgen Habermas and aimed to present a “fixed” Marxism.
ANSWER: Frankfurt School
[10] This member of the Frankfurt School is most famous for One-Dimensional Man, which claims that both capatilist and communist societies lack true democracy.
ANSWER: Herbert Marcuse
[10]  Possibly the most famous member, this author of Negative Dialectics believed cuture to be a instrument of repression; he is also famous for his studies with Schoenberg and subsequent musicological output.
ANSWER: Theodor Adorno

5) Identify these acquaintances of Justinian I, 5-10-15.
[5] Purportedly the daughter of a bear-keeper, this former actress was Justinian’s wife.
ANSWER: Theodora
[10] Among the accomplishments of this general are the taking back of Italy from the Ostrogoths and the suppression of the Nika revolt.
ANSWER: Belisarius
[15] This member of Belisarius’ staff recorded a bunch of amusing gossip in his Secret History.
ANSWER: Procopius

6) Name these minor characters from Calvin and Hobbes for the stated number of points.
[10] Bill Watterson has noted that this bully is “every jerk I’ve ever known”, and he postulates the theory that they spawn on locker room floors.
ANSWER: Moe
[10] The keeper of an overgrown file on Calvin, this balding principal (who went by two names over the course of the strip) frequently had Calvin as a visitor.  Give either of his names.
ANSWER: Mr. Dingle or Mr. Spittle
[5/5] These two aliens buy the earth from Calvin in exchange for 50 alien leaves, which Calvin uses for a school project in which he (typically) gets a D minus.  Dissatisfied with the earth’s water and such concepts as “winter” and “snow,” they return for a refund near the end of the strip’s run.  Hobbes placates them by giving them Calvin and Hobbes’ Christmas stockings.
ANSWER: Galaxoid and Nebular

7) Name the quark for the stated number of points.
[10] The pion, one of the simplest of all mesons, is composed of an up quark and this anti-quark.
ANSWER: anti-down quark
[10] The fourth quark to be discovered, it pairs with its anti-quark to form the J/psi.
ANSWER: charm quark
[5/5]  These two heaviest of the quarks were originally called “truth” and “beauty”, especially before they were actually discovered.  Not anymore.   For five points, give the names now in use; you must match the old name with the new.
ANSWER: Top—truth, Bottom—beauty

8) Name these Bertholt Brecht plays for ten points each.
[10] This 1930 collaboration with Kurt Weill includes the “Alabama Song”, which the Doors covered.  Its lyrics include the famous line, “Oh show me the way to the next whiskey bar.”
ANSWER: Rise and Fall of the City Mahogany (Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahogany)
[10] Commissioned by s Swedish radio station, this pacifist work portrays the Hadean tribunal of the title Roman general for his conquests.
ANSWER: Das Verhor des Lukullus (The Trial of Lucullus)
[10] Brecht criticizes the title figure in this historical work for recanting his scientific pronouncements under pressure from the Inquisition.
ANSWER: The Life of Galileo (Leben des Galilei)

9) For ten points each, answer these questions relating to the Library of Alexandria.
[10] The Library was officially commissioned by this exiled Athenian, a former tyrant, as well as student of Aristotle.
ANSWER: Demetrius of Phaleron
[10] Ruler of Egypt at the time the Library was built, he actually funded the construction.
ANSWER: Ptolemy I
[10] He served as the third Head Librarian of the Library, but is better known for calculating the circumference of the Earth within 1%, determining the length of a year, and first suggesting the concept of a leap year.
ANSWER: Eratosthenes

10) Identify these scales for the stated number of points.
[5] This well-formed scale, whose variations are found in folk music all over the world, can be formed from the notes C, D, E, G, and A.
ANSWER:  Pentatonic
[10] This next-largest well-formed scale after pentatonic contains only three interval classes and thirty possible prime forms.  It’s probably better known as the major scale.
ANSWER: Diatonic  
[10] Not a well-formed scale, though highly influential in much 20th century music, it is formed by alternating whole and half steps.
ANSWER: Octatonic
[5] The next well-formed scale after diatonic, it contains twelve unique pitch classes (or notes, in layman’s terms.)
ANSWER:  Chromatic

11) Name these types of plant cells for ten points.
[10] These cells, typically found in plant leaves, are full of chloroplasts and are the primary site of photosynthesis and, when found in roots, are used for starch storage.
ANSWER: Parenchyma cells
[10] These cells are the primary cells involved in the transportation of water in angiosperms.
ANSWER: Tracheids or Vessel Elements
[10] These cells give stiffness and support to leaves and stems in plants; these cells can be found in the string found in celery.
ANSWER: Collenchyma cells

12) Jews and Bolshevism go together like peanut butter and jelly.  Name these Jewish Communist leaders 5-5-10-10.
[5] His guttural “r” is the key element of the Russian Jewish accent and is still a big joke with satirists.  It is certain that he had a Jewish grandfather and his mother may have been a Jew, too.  He served as Bolshevik leader and head of the new state.
ANSWER: Vladimir Ilich Ulyanov or Lenin
[5] This Jew led the Red Army and nearly took control after Lenin’s death.  He was later driven out and killed in Mexico City.
ANSWER: Leon Trotsky or Lev Davidovich Bronstein 
[10] He signed the czar’s death warrant and headed the Central Executive Committee.  Lenin’s right-hand man, he would have succeeded him if influenza hadn’t killed him in 1919.
ANSWER: Yakov Sverdlov or Solomon
[10] He co-edited Pravda with fellow Jew Zinoviev and was expelled from Britain.  At first an ally of Stalin, he was later killed for assassinating Sergei Kirov.
ANSWER: Lev Kamenev or Rosenfeld

13) Name the artist from works, 30-20-10.
[30] The paintings Christ at the Column, Man with a Halbard
[20] The study for Galleria degli Uffizi, in Florence
[10] The buidings Tempietto of San Pietro and Santa Maria delle Grazie
ANSWER: Donato Bramante

14) Name these French Symbolists for ten points each.
[10] His L’Aprés-Midi D’Une Faune inspired Debussy’s famous Prelude to said piece.
ANSWER: Stephane Mallarmé
[10] This Belgian was also good friends with Debussy, and the latter based his opera Pelleas and Melissande on this man’s symbolic drama of the same name.
ANSWER:  Maurice Maeterlinck
[10] One of the purported inventors of free verse along with Gustave Kahn, his volumes include Les Complaintes and L’Imitation de Notre-Dame la Lune.
ANSWER: Jules Laforgue

15) For ten points each, answer the following about the limbic system.
[10] This seahorse-shaped body transfers short-term memory into long-term memory.
ANSWER: hippocampus
[10] This almond-shaped part of the limbic system is crucial in forming emotions and evaluating stimuli. 
ANSWER: amygdyla
[10] These numerous structures help store long-term memory.  H.M. had these removed along with the hippocampus before he developed his famous case of amnesia
ANSWER: mammilary bodies

16) Name these works of Edvard Grieg 5-10-15.
[5] Grieg culled two suites of four pieces from the incidental music he wrote for this Ibsen play.
ANSWER: Peer Gynt
[10] Grieg deliberately composed this suite in an antiquated style to celebrate its namesake, a Norwegian poet of the Baroque era.
ANSWER: In Holberg’s Time  (accept “Holberg Suite”)
[15] One of the most famous of his many Lyric Pieces for piano, this Opus #65 No. 6 piece celebrates a momentous day in Grieg’s own life.
ANSWER: Wedding Day at Troldhaugen

17) For ten points each, identify these Muslim dynasties from clues:
[10] It had its capital at Baghdad, and dominated the Middle East from 750 until 1258, when it was destroyed by the Mongols.
ANSWER: Abbassid
[10] It controlled northern Africa from 909 to 1171, but this dynasty never really managed to surpass the Abbassid caliphs in power, or as leaders of the Muslim world.
ANSWER: Fatimid
[10] The “original” Islamic dynasty, it ruled Arabia, North Africa, and the Middle East from 661 until 756, when it was overthrown and fled to Spain, which it dominated until 1031.
ANSWER: Umayyad

18) Answer the following about chemistry for ten points each.
[10] This reaction is a method of converting a ketone or aldehyde to an alkane through the use of potassium hydroxide and hydrazine in high heat or dimethyl sulfoxide solvent.
ANSWER: Wolff-Kishner reaction
[10] This is a type of molecule that carries both a positive and negative charge and that can act as an acid or base simultaneously.
ANSWER: zwitterion
[10] In a radical reaction, this compound must be added with CCl4 to add bromine to an allylic or benzyllic carbon.
ANSWER: NBS (N-Bromosuccinimide)

19) Name these works of Flannery O’Connor for ten points each.
[10] Her second collection of short stories, this posthumously published collection contains “The Comforts of Home”, “Greenleaf”, and the title story, which centers on the relationship between the  self-righteous Julian Chestny and his bigoted mother.
ANSWER: Everything that Rises Must Converge
[10] In this title story of her first collection, a grandmother and her family encounter a trio of criminals led by the Misfit.
ANSWER: A Good Man is Hard to Find
[10] In this first novel, Enoch Emery steals a mummy and finds salvation in a gorilla suit, while Hazel Mote founds the Church Without Christ and runs over the False Prophet with his car, because "Nobody with a good car needs to be justified."
ANSWER: Wise Blood

20) Name these Gluck operas for ten points each.
[10] The first of his “reform operas”, which strived for simplicity, clarlty, and strong storytelling, it is one of many operatic treatments of the title characters, a mythical musician and his dead wife.
ANSWER: Orfeo ed Euridice (Orpheus and Eurydice)
[10] Based on Quinault’s 1686 libretto after Tasso, it concerns the title sorceress, a Princess of Damascus.  Gluck considered it his best work.
ANSWER: Armide
[10] This 1761 work created with Angiolini and Calzabigi was the first dramatic ballet, conveying the tale of the titlular rake in three acts.
ANSWER: Don Juan or le Festin de pierre

X1) Answer these questions about pop music for ten points each.
[10] His top 20 hit, Mundian to Bach Ke, meaning “Beware of the Boys” in his native tongue, was an international hit three years ago.  Hailing from Coventry, he got his moniker from blacks surprised to see an Indian rapper.
ANSWER: Panjabi MC
[10] “Beware of the Boys” was originally a warning to a young girl to guard her virtue, but this American rapper changed the meaning in his remix.  Known for Money Ain’t a Thang, his version tells the girl how he desires "to put the snake on ya."
ANSWER: Jay-Z or Shawn Carter
[10] Panjabi MC's song is the first example of this type of Indian music to be a success in America.  It is a traditional rhythm with a sitar beat.
ANSWER: Bhangra

X2) Answer these related questions from biology for ten points each.
[10] These are chemical messengers that regulate body activities and whose effects are fairly long-lasting.
ANSWER: Hormones
[10] Hormones work because each has a unique shape and binds only to a specific one of these embedded in the cell membrane.
ANSWER: Receptor Protein
[10] A steroid, its main function is stimulation of female sex organ development.  Alfalfa produces enough of it sterilize millions of sheep and cattle every year.
ANSWER: Estrogen

X3) Reply to these queries concerning religion 5-5-10-10.
[5] They practiced brother-sister incest until 1892 and had no black priests until 1978.  Organized by Joseph Smith, they claim divine authority was restituted with their founding.
ANSWER: Mormons
[5] This man led the Mormons to Utah after Joseph Smith’s death.
ANSWER: Brigham Young
[10] This smallest Mormon scripture contains purportedly lost writings, including the Articles of Faith and the 24th Book of Matthew.
ANSWER: The Pearl of Great Price
[10] Weirdest of the several Mormon offshoots, this group was started in Wisconsin by Smith’s designated successor after he translated the “plates of Laban.”
ANSWER: Strangites or Church of Jesus Christ


